
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
& MARKET RESEARCHER 
(ASSISTANT/JUNIOR SPECIALIST)

VAMED
Located in Vienna, Austria, the VAMED Group is an internationally 
leading company in the fi eld of Healthcare. According to our philosophy 
„everything from one source“, we constantly develop new and innovative 
strategies to ensure our market leadership.

If you are interested in pursuing the opportunity, please send us your CV with 
a motivation letter (all in English) to: alena.motejlova@vamed.com.

Prague, Czech Republic (occasionally business trips abroad)

LOCATION:

A role with high levels of responsibility and an opportunity 
for career development after successful accomplishment 
of milestones 
Gain fruitful experience in the dynamically growing market 
of international healthcare with a perspective for the future
Favourable conditions refl ecting the skills and contribution 
of candidates and standards of a successful multinational 
company 
Challenging position as a valuable member 
of the Prague Team, supporting the VAMED HQ
– Business Development & International 
Hospital Management

OUR OFFER:

Cooperating on portfolio development and related marketing and presentation activities and tools
Market screening and analysis, subsequently reporting the outcome – market research related to areas or segments 
of the healthcare sector, especially related to hospitals and healthcare delivery 
Provide intelligence on relevant healthcare innovations and trends
Conduct market analysis to contribute to new market entries 
Work closely with the international team, providing input to strategic discussions on how to identify and develop new 
opportunities, data mining
Engage with external stakeholders inside and outside the sector, conducting market research, sector comparisons, consumer 
behaviour data and benchmark intelligence
Provide input and screening of the International Markets Development, relevant International Partnerships and Business 
Development projects and initiatives 

YOUR CHALLENGE:

Job opportunity for graduates and/or those with experience in business. The candidate will have an administrative, marketing, 
commercial and international remit where they will have extensive experience in a similar market or business intelligence role 
carrying out reporting and analysis, digital analytics, extracting relevant data from large and complex data sets, data mining 
and analytic evaluation.
Master‘s degree in marketing, business, economy or public health is an advantage
Fluent written and spoken English is essential, German language an advantage 
Excellent Microsoft Offi ce skills (especially Power Point, Excel)
Highly fl exible with the ability to set priorities
Precise and structured working style, combined with the ability 
to work effectively both independently and as a part of a team

YOUR PROFILE:


